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FARMHOUSE X CONSOLE TABLE 
 Lumber Shopping List: 

2x3—Three 8’ boards 

1x4—Four 8’ boards 

2x4– One 10’ board (One 8’ board if you can adjust your measurements below to 
account for your cuts—the project uses exactly 96 inches, and you’ll likely lose 
3/8ths of an inch to your saw) 

2x2—One 8 Foot board 

Lumber Cuts 

Legs – 2x3x29” (4) 116 

Upper End – 2 x 3 x 6” (2) 12 

Upper Stretcher – 2 x 3 x 42” (2) 84 

Lower End – 2 x 4 x 6” (2) 12 

Upper Stretcher – 2 x 4 x 42” (2) 84 

Lower Shelf – 1 x 4 x 11” (11) 121 

Table Top End – 1 x 4 x 14” (2) 28 

Table Top Middle – 1 x 4 x 41” (4) 164 

X-Accent — We’ll get to this a little later. It’s not complicated, but the technique I 
used didn’t require measurements. (2) 

Other Supplies: 

Pocket Hole Screws (1.25” and 2.5”) 

18 gauge brad nails 

Wood Glue 

L-brackets (4—But if you have other methods you prefer for attaching table tops, 
the plan is flexible.) 

Choice of stains/paint 
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Tools you’ll need: 

Saw—Miter works best in this scenario, however in a pinch a circu-
lar saw or table saw will work. Really, whatever’s  
available in your shop. 

Drill/driver 

Pocket hole jig—It’s worth noting that my first crack at this project 
used pocket holes in lieu of more advanced joinery. That said, if I 
were to do it again, with a little math the plan could be adapted to 
a mortise & tenon or something else. It’s up to you and your com-
fort level if you want to tinker with it. 
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Step one—Assemble the Base 

· ·Start by creating the two sides of the table using two 
pocket hole screws in either end of the end pieces (a 
total of four screws in each end piece. 

· Complete the base by attaching the stretchers at the top 
and bottom in like manner. 

. 

 

 



Step Two—Create the X Accent 

· There’s a lot of ways to do this part. You can do the math 
required to determine the correct angles to make this work. 
You can invest in a fancy angle gauge and get it exactly to the 
millionth of a degree. You can also clamp your stock across 
the back of the base and mark a line for your angles to guide 
your cuts. I used the latter when making mine. 

· If you cut one piece and lay it in place, you can then 
clamp the perpendicular piece to the back and trace your cut 
marks on the other piece. You can also mark where you 
notch out the middle of the X. 

· Once the second part of the X is cut, you can notch out 
the middle of the X pieces. This can be done with a table saw 
or circular saw. 

· Glue the notches, then clamp together and allow the glue 
to dry. 

 · Attach the X accent to the base (I used 18 guage brad 
nails and glue, but there are probably other techniques that 
will hold more securely) 
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Step Three—Create the Table Top 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

· Assemble the table top pieces as shown—four long boards 
bracketed at either end by the short boards. 

· Put two pocket holes into each end of the long boards on 
what will be the bottom of your table top. Use pocket hole 
screws to attach the long boards square to the short boards. 

· It’s worth noting you’ll want to ensure you use as straight of 
boards as possible for the top—any warp, cupping, etc. will be 
extremely obvious if you try to force the assembly and you’ll 
have an uneven table top. There are ways you can fix it, but 
ultimately it’ll be easier to just get them straight from the get 
go. 
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Step Four — Attach the table top & shelf pieces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

· Center the top on the base. Clamp it down, then attach the 
top to the base using the L-brackets. 

· There will be some spacing between the slats for the bottom 
shelf. There’s also a lot of ways that this can be done. I used 
what I call the “Hesitant Handyman Texas Hold ‘Em” spacing 
method.  

· Required: Poker set (chips and cards) 

· Step one: Take all of your slats and put them flush against each other towards one 

side of the base. 

· Step two: Place a stack of poker chips that take as much of the space as possible. 

It’s likely there will still be a little gap. 

· Step three: Stack playing cards in the remaining gap. 

· Step five: Determine how to equally distribute the cards/chips to space the slats 

equally (Mine worked out to be 3 chips on either end and 2 chips and a card be-
tween the remaining gaps 
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Step Four — Attach the table top & shelf pieces (Con’t) 

 

 

 

 

· Secure the slats using a combination of wood 
glue and brad nails. 

· Stain/paint to match your specific style 
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